Rac proteins are most familiar in the context of cytoskeletal regulation. Now, Kawashima et al. (page 937) find that Rac1 and its regulator help STAT transcriptional activators to get into the nucleus.
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STAT proteins signal downstream of cytokine receptors. These researchers previously reported an association between STAT3 and the GTPase-activating protein MgcRacGAP. Here they report that Rac1 and MgcRacGAP bind STAT5A, and that the association between MgcRacGAP and STAT5A is enhanced by IL-3 signaling. Both Rac1 and MgcRacGAP were necessary for efficient entry of STAT5A into the nucleus, and in semipermeabilized cells a dominant-negative Rac1 prevented binding of STAT5A to importin-α, and thus nuclear entry.

Others have previously shown, using armadillo proteins as import substrates, that Rac1 has a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) that is active when Rac1 is in its active, GTP-bound form. Unpublished data suggest, however, that it is an MgcRacGAP NLS that is required for STAT5A import.

MgcRacGAP is also found at the midbody, where it is phosphorylated to convert it into a Rho-GAP that helps complete cytokinesis. At the nuclear envelope it may undergo a different modification or activation, leading to release of STAT5A after nuclear import, as the group detected this dissociation event. The larger remaining question is whether cytoskeletal changes, such as those occurring when cells reach confluence, change Rac\'s regulation of nuclear entry and thus proliferation. ![](jcb_iti_end.jpg)
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